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Its not easy being green…

¤The “green” kids





The End of Average!



How do we make an 
adjustable curriculum?

¤Build  a curriculum plan that 
fits the kids vs. kids fitting the 
curriculum

¤We need to find the RANGE!





Finding the RANGE: Planning Pyramid
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Making an assessment plan

¤How do we design a 
range for curricular 
competencies & 
content?



Rubrics vs. Learning Maps

deficit deficit Standard
goal





Rubric



Rubrics vs. Learning Maps

Standard More complex More complex
goal



Learning Map



Rubrics vs. Learning Maps

Standard More complex More complex
goal

goal
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Goals Access
(approaching)

All 
(meeting)

MOST
(fully meeting)

Few 
(exceeding)
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It’s the journey, not the destination



¤Backwards Design
¤Content
¤What do we need to know?

¤Curricular Competencies
¤What do we need to do?

Planning Using the Previous Curriculum



What else is different? The ratios!

25 % Process Goals
What do we need to do?

75 % Content Goals
What do we need to know?



The goal ratios have shifted

75 % Process Goals

What do we need 
to understand?

What do we need 
to do?

25 % Process Goals

What do we need to know?



¤Backwards Design
¤Big Idea
¤What do we need to understand?

¤Content
¤What do we need to know?

¤Curricular Competencies
¤What do we need to do?

¤Core Competencies
¤Who do we need to be?

Planning Using the Renewed Curriculum



Course/Subject/Grade(s): Planning Team:

Unit Big Idea: Unit Guiding Question:

Goals Access All Most Few

Content:
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Building an Assessment Map!



Example

¤ Grade 6/7 Core Competency
¤ Personal Awareness & Responsibility unit

¤ Grade 8 Math
¤ Shae & Space lesson & unit



Example: Grade 6/7 class

¤ Inclusive Learning Communities Project

¤ Classroom Teacher/ Resource Teacher/ Facilitator

¤ Inquiry question: How can we plan with the Core 
Competencies in BC Redesigned Curriculum, to respond 
to the diversity of our students



Making the plan! 
Backwards Design

¤ Essential Question: What does it mean to be personally aware and 
responsible and how can this help me in my life inside and outside of 
school?

¤ Key concepts: Self determination/ Self Regulation

¤ Key Vocabulary: goal, celebrate, effort, accomplishment, persevere, 
advocate, plan, initiative

¤ Performance tasks
¤ 1. create a 3D model that represents your understanding of being personally 

aware & responsible 
¤ Choose to work individually or with a partner, choose level of challenge

¤ 2. Describe how being personally aware & responsible connects to and can help 
you in your own life
¤ Choose from writing a letter, drawing a comic, having a meeting; choose 

level of challenge



Setting the Goals!



What CAN 
They do = strengths

What are 
they NEXT 
steps = Goals

Find the Range



Goal for ALL
- I can celebrate my efforts and accomplishments
(self determination)
- I can persevere through challenging tasks 
(self regulation)

Start from access, build on challenge: 
Planning Pyramid

Goal for MOST
-I can advocate for my myself and my ideas (self 
determination)
I can implement a plan that I have made to meet 
a goal (self regulation)

Goal for FEW
- I can take initiative and make change in 

myself and the world (self determination)
- I can adjust a plan that I have made to 

meet a goal (self regulation)



Goal for ALL 
- I can celebrate my efforts and accomplishments
(self determination)
- I can persevere through challenging tasks 
(self regulation)

Extend access and/or challenge

Goal for MOST
-I can advocate for my myself and my ideas (self 
determination)
I can implement a plan that I have made to meet 
a goal (self regulation)

Access Goal
- I can accomplish a goal

that I set

Goal for FEW
- I can take initiative and make change in 

myself and the world (self determination)
- I can adjust a plan that I have made to 

meet a goal (self regulation)



The Lessons!



Goal for ALL 
- I can celebrate my efforts and accomplishments
(self determination)
- I can persevere through challenging tasks 
(self regulation)

Extend access and/or challenge

Goal for MOST
-I can advocate for my myself and my ideas (self 
determination)
I can implement a plan that I have made to meet 
a goal (self regulation)

Access Goal
- I can accomplish a goal

that I set

Goal for FEW
- I can take initiative and make change in 

myself and the world (self determination)
- I can adjust a plan that I have made to 

meet a goal (self regulation)



Example: Math 8

Unit: Shape & 
Space

Goal for ALL: 
2D/3D shapes, 
math 
vocabulary



The lesson goal…

Access All Some Few

What are
shapes? (square,
rectangle, 
triangle, circle)

What is 2D/3D, 
prism, cube, 
rectangular 
prism, length, 
width, height, 
area, volume?

What is triangular
prism, face, 
surface area?

What is cylinder, 
base, net?

Start here

Add on complexity



The lesson – Start 



rectangle circle triangle square

cube rectangular 
prism

cylinder triangular prism

Sort the pictures/words



face surface area base net

width height area volume

2D 3D prism length



Draw it!

¤ The words you know

¤Show what the words means in 
Pictures

¤ The words you don’t know
¤ use text, internet, each other
¤ show what the words mean in pictures



The lesson goal…

Access All Some Few

What are
shapes? (square,
rectangle, 
triangle, circle)

What is 2D/3D, 
prism, cube, 
rectangular 
prism, length, 
width, height, 
area, volume?

What is triangular
prism, face, 
surface area?

What is cylinder, 
base, net?

Start here

Add on complexity



The lesson goal…

Access All Some Few

Build a 3D prism

Draw a line with 
a ruler

Build a 3D prism 
with a volume of 
24 units3

Create a 
drawing of a 3D 
prism with a 
volume of 24 
units 3

Build a net for a 
prism with the 
volume of 24 
units 3

Determine the 
surface area for 
a 3D prism with 
the volume of 24 
units 3

Start here

Add on complexity



Lesson Approaching
(Access) Meeting 

(All) 
Fully Meeting

(Most)
Exceeding

(Few)

2D
/3D

shapes

Vocabulary

Area

- Can identify 
square, rectangle, 
triangle, circle

- Can sort 2D/3D
shapes

- Can identify and 
communicate using math 
vocabulary (2D, 3D, prism, 
rectangular prism, cube, 
length, width, height, surface 
area,)
(fluency- 3 statements)

- Understands the difference 
between 2D/3D
- Can develop and apply 
formula for area of a square, 
rectangle

- Can identify and 
communicate using math 
vocabulary (triangular prism,  
faces, formula, base)
(flexibility- different structures)

- Can identify faces of a 
shape
- Can develop and apply
formula for area of a triangle

- Can identify and 
communicate using math 
vocabulary (cylinder, 
circumference, radius)
(originality)

- Can identify the base of a 
shape
- Can develop and apply 
formula for area of a circle

N
ets

Construct a 
net

Deconstruct
a net

- Can identify 3D 
shapes (cube, 
triangular prism, 
rectangular prism)

- Can draw and construct a 
net for a rectangular prism

- Can identify the base and 
faces of a rectangular prism 
with a net

- Can draw and construct a 
net of a triangular prism

- Can identify the base and 
faces of a triangular prism 
with a net

- Can draw and construct a 
net of a cylinder

- Can identify base and 
faces of a rectangular and 
triangular prism from multiple 
perspectivesSurface A

rea

Rectangular
prism

Triangular 
prism

Cylinder

- Can identify 2D 
shape faces of a 
net

- Find surface area of a 
rectangular prism in one way 
in one way 
(concrete/pictorial/abstract)

- Find surface area of a 
triangular prism in one way 
(concrete/pictorial/abstract)

- Find surface area of 
cylinder in one way 
(concrete/pictorial/abstract)

- Find surface area of 
rectangular prism in two 
ways in one way 
(concrete/pictorial/abstract)

- Find surface area of 
triangular prism in two ways 
(concrete/pictorial/abstract)

- Find surface area of 
cylinder in two ways 
(concrete/pictorial/abstract)

- Find surface area  of 
composite prisms in all ways 
(concrete/pictorial/abstract)



Keep in mind…

“It is not about finding 
the answer…It is about 
finding out what is 
useful.”

¤Bruce Beairsto



One thing..

¤What is one USEFUL thing from today?

¤What is your next steps?
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